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Subject:              TONIGHT (Chords and Lyrics)
Band:                  the Bates
Album:                pleasure + pain
Transcribed from: SUNDAWN99@aol.com  (LENNY)

Okay, hi you german popular p-rockers again. Here s the next song from the
Bates  "pleasure + pain" Album. Maybe this is a little dumb song, but hey
cool to play along to anyways. Here you go, three chord wonders. Comments and
any corrections are always welcome.

                                         TONIGHT BY THE BATES

Intro and Verses (Chords):            A - D - A - E      (power chords or
normal, doesn t

                                                                      matter;
with lotta distortion)
play that with their usual rock along punk rhythm.

Intro and Verses (Lyrics):
Do you feel the noise, All you girls and boys,   TONIGHT, TONIGHT ...
Do you feel the heat,  Do you like the beat,      TONIGHT, TONIGHT ...

[tab]Pre - CHORUS (Chords):          A  -  D  -  A  -        E   (let every
chord



ring)
Pre - CHORUS (Lyrics):         ONE,TWO,THREE,   GO[/tab]

CHORUS (Chords):        A - D - A          ...       A - E - A   (rhythm
changes, listen to

                                                                          the
CD for exact timing)
CHORUS (Lyrics):
Let s take off and have a flight,
The music s hot and the lights shine bright

Verses (Lyrics):
The night has just begun, Say are you having fun,      TONIGHT, TONIGHT ...
I d like to mess around, With every girl in town,          TONIGHT, TONIGHT
...

Ok, that s it, repeat the above a few times and you ll have it. If this was
way too easy for you and you want me to tab something else from other
punkrock bands, e-mail me. On the other hand I appreciate any cool solos or
other tab send to me. Greetings to North Idaho Punkrockers "Not Alone" (Drew,
Josh, Travis and Aaron(Face First)) and the Matt D. Band and anybody in CDA
or PF, who knows how to play the guitar. Lenny sez Bye...  till we mosh
again.
FROM: SUNDAWN99@aol.com


